Abstract. The relation between the Ahlfors map and Szegö kernel S(z, a) is classical. The Szegö kernel is a solution of a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind with the Kerzman-Stein kernel. The exact zeros of the Ahlfors map are unknown except for the annulus region. This paper presents a numerical method for computing the zeros of the Ahlfors map of any bounded doubly connected region. The method depends on the values of S(z(t), a), S (z(t), a) and θ (t) where θ(t) is the boundary correspondence function of Ahlfors map. A formula is derived for computing S (z(t), a). An integral equation is constructed for solving θ (t). The numerical examples presented here prove the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
The conformal mapping from a multiply connected region onto the unit disk is known as the Ahlfors map. If the region is simply connected then the Ahlfors map reduces to the Riemann map. Many of the geometrical features of a Riemann mapping function are shared with Ahlfors map. The Riemann mapping function can be regarded as a solution of the following extremal problem: For a simply connected region Ω and canonical region D in the complex plane C and fixed a in Ω, construct an extremal analytic map
The Riemann map is the solution of this problem. It is unique conformal, one-to-one and onto map with F (a) = 0.
For a multiply connected region Ω of connectivity n > 1, the answer to the same extremal problem above becomes the Ahlfors map. It is unique analytic map f : Ω → D that is onto, f (a) > 0 and f (a) = 0. However it has 2n − 2 branch points in the interior and is no longer one-to-one there. In fact it maps Ω onto D in an n-toone fashion, and maps each boundary curve one-to-one onto the unit circle (see [5] and [17] ). Therefore the Ahlfors map can be regarded as the Riemann mapping function in the multiply connected region.
Conformal mapping of multiply connected regions can be computed efficiently using the integral equation method. The integral equation method has been used by many authors to compute the one-to-one conformal mapping from multiply connected regions onto some standard canonical regions [3, 4, 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] 13, 15, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] 27 ]. * Some integral equations for Ahlfors map have been given in [1, 7, 14, 16, 17] . In [3] , Kerzman and Stein have derived a uniquely solvable boundary integral equation for computing the Szegö kernel of a bounded region and this method has been generalized in [1] to compute Ahlfors map of bounded multiply connected regions without relying on the zeros of Ahlfors map. In [7, 14] the integral equations for Ahlfors map of doubly connected regions requires knowledge of zeros of Ahlfors map, which are unknown in general.
In this paper, we extend the approach of Sangawi [19, [22] [23] [24] to construct an integral equation for solving θ (t) where θ(t) is the boundary correspondence function of Ahlfors map of multiply connected region onto a unit disk.
The plan of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents some auxiliary materials. We shall derive in Section 3, a boundary integral equation satisfied by θ (t), where θ(t) is the boundary correspondence function of Ahlfors map of bounded multiply connected regions onto a disk. From the computed values of θ (t), we then determine the Ahlfors map. In Section 4, we present a formula for computing the derivative of Szegö kernel which we used for finding the derivative of Ahlfors map giving another way of computing θ (t) analytically. In Section 5, we present a method for computing the second zero of the Ahlfors map for doubly connected regions. In Section 6, we present some examples to illustrate our boundary integral equation method for finding the zeros of Ahlfors map for general doubly connected region. The numerical examples are first restricted to annulus region for which the exact Ahlfors map is known, then verified on general doubly connected region and obtained accurate results. Finally, Section 7 presents a short conclusion.
Auxiliary Materials
Let Ω be a bounded multiply connected region of connectivity M + 1. The boundary Γ consists of M + 1 smooth Jordan curves Γ 0 , Γ 1 , . . . , Γ M such that Γ 1 , . . . , Γ M lie in the interior of Γ 0 , where the outer curve Γ 0 has counterclockwise orientation and inner curves Γ 1 , . . . , Γ M have clockwise orientation. The positive direction of the contour Γ = Γ 0 ∪ Γ 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Γ M is usually that for which Ω is on the left as one traces the boundary as shown in Figure 1 . The curves Γ j are parameterized by 2π-periodic triple continuously differentiable complex-valued functions z j (t) with non-vanishing first derivatives
The total parameter domain J is defined as the disjoint union of M + 1 intervals J 0 , . . . , J M . The notation
must be interpreted as follows [14] : For a givent ∈ [0, 2π], to evaluate the value of z(t) att, we should know in advance the interval J j to whicht belongs, i.e., we should know the boundary Γ j contains z(t), then we compute z(t) = z j (t).
The generalized Neumann kernel formed with a complex continuously differentiable 2π-periodic function A(t) for all t ∈ J, is defined by [25, 26] 
.
The classical Neumann kernel is the generalized Neumann kernel formed with A(t) = 1, i.e.
The kernel is continuous which takes on the diagonal the values
The adjoint of the function A is given bỹ
The generalized Neumann kernelÑ (s, t) formed withÃ is given bỹ
where N * (s, t) = N (t, s) is the adjoint kernel for the generalized Neumann kernel N (s, t) (see [25] ).
In the remaining part of this paper, we shall only be dealing with A(t) = 1, which the classical Neumann kernel. The adjoint kernel N * (s, t) of the classical Neumann kernel is given by
It is known that λ = 1 is an eigenvalue of the kernel N with multiplicity 1 and λ = −1 is an eigenvalue of the kernel N with multiplicity M [26] . The eigenfunctions of N corresponding to the eigenvalue λ = −1 are χ [1] , χ [2] , . . . , χ [M ] , where
Let H * be the space of all real Hölder continuous 2π-periodic functions ω(t) of the parameter t on J j for j = 0, 1, . . . , M , i.e.
We also define the Fredholm integral operator N * by
A complex-valued function P (z) is said to satisfy the interior relationship if P (z) is analytic in Ω and satisfies the non-homogeneous boundary relationship
where G(z) is analytic in Ω and Hölder continuous on Γ, G(z) = 0 on Γ, and T (z) = z (t)/ |z (t)| denotes the unit tangent in the direction of increasing parameters at the point z = z(t) ∈ Γ. The boundary relationship (2.1) also has the following equivalent form:
The following theorem gives an integral equation for an analytic function satisfying the non-homogeneous boundary relationship (2.1) or (2.2).
Theorem 2.1. [19] If the function P (z) satisfies the interior relationship with (2.1) or (2.2), then
,
The symbol " − " in the superscript denotes the complex conjugate and the sum is over all those zeros that lie inside Ω. If G has no zeros in Ω, then the term containing the residue will not appear.
Integral equation method for computing θ
Let f (z) be the Ahlfors function which maps Ω conformally onto a unit disc. The mapping function f is determined up to a factor of modulus 1. The function f could be made unique by prescribing that
where a j ∈ Ω, j = 0, 1, . . . , M are the zeros of the Ahlfors map. The boundary values of f can be represented as
where θ j (t), j = 0, 1, . . . , M are the boundary correspondence functions of Γ j . Also we have
The unit tangent to Γ at z(t) is denoted by T (z(t)) = z (t)/|z (t)|. Thus it can be shown that
By the angle preserving property of conformal map, the image of Γ 0 remains in counter-clockwise orientation so θ 0 (t) > 0 while the images of inner boundaries Γ j in clockwise orientation so θ j (t) < 0, for j = 1, . . . , M . Thus sign(θ j (t)) = +1, j = 0, −1, j = 1, . . . , M. The boundary relationship (3.3) can be written briefly as
Since the Ahlfors map can be written as
is analytic in Ω. Squaring both sides of (3.4), gives
which implies
From (3.6), we have
Substituting (3.9) into (3.8)
Comparing (3.11) with (2.1), we get
Substituting these assignments into Theorem 2.1, we obtain
Using the fact that [20] 
, dw = T (w)|dw|, and after some simplifications, (3.13) becomes
where
In integral equation (3.14), letting z = z(t), w = z(s) and multiplying both sides by |z (t)|, gives
Using (3.2), the above equation becomes
Since N * (s, t) = N (t, s), the integral equation (3.18) in the operator form is
By Theorem 12 in [26] , λ = −1 is an eigenvalue of N * with multiplicity M , therefore the integral equation (3.19) is not solvable. To overcome this problem, we note from (3.16) and (3.2) that
which implies that In the next section, we derive another formula for computing θ from which the second zero of the Ahlfors map for doubly connected region can be calculated using (3.24). *
An Alternative Formula for Computing θ
The Ahlfors map is related to the Szegö kernel S(z, a 0 ) and the Garabedian kernel L(z, a 0 ) by [1] (4.1)
The Szegö kernel S(z, a 0 ) and Garabedian kernel L(z, a 0 ) are related on Γ as
so that (4.1) becomes
From Bell [1] , we have the integral equation for the Szegö kernel
With z = z(t) and w = z(s), (4.4) becomes
Differentiate both sides with respect to t, we get
which is equivalent to (4.6)
Differentiate (4.5) with respect to t, gives
differentiating with respect to t, we get
which implies (4.9)
For s sufficiently close to t, we have
Using the fact that
for close to zero, (4.10) becomes
We observe that
Next observe that (4.14)
Using the fact that (4.15)
After some algebraic manipulations, we obtain
Equation (5.5) can be viewed as containing three unknowns namely α, β and α 2 + β 2 . To determine them, we need three equations. For this we can choose any three values of parameter t in the given interval. At these three random values of t, we can find the values of the coefficients k 1 (t), k 2 (t), k 3 (t) and k 4 (t). By solving the obtained system of three equations with three unknowns, we can find the value of α and β, which are the real and imaginary parts of the second zero of Ahlfors map for doubly connected region. By solving the obtained system of three equations with three unknowns, we can find the value of a 1 = α + iβ, which is the second zero of Ahlfors map for doubly connected region.
Numerical Examples
For solving the integral equation (4.4) numerically, the reliable procedure is by using the Nyström method with the trapezoidal rule with n equidistant nodes in each interval J j , j = 1, . . . , M [8] [9] [10] [11] 13] . The trapezoidal rule is the most accurate method for integrating periodic functions numerically [2, pp.134-142] . By solving the integral equation (4.4) for S(z(t), a 0 ) gives S p = S (z(t), a 0 )z (t) from (4.6) and θ (t) from (4.19) . By (3.24) we get the value of φ and then from (5.1) we get the value of a 1 = α + iβ. We then apply (4.3) and the Cauchy integral formula to compute f (α + iβ). For evaluating the Cauchy integral formula f (z) = (1/(2πi)) Γ f (w)/(w − z)dw numerically, we use the equivalent form
which also works very well for z ∈ Ω near the boundary Γ. When the trapezoidal rule is applied to the integrals in (6.1), the term in the denominator compensates the error in the numerator (see [22] ). All the computations were done using MATLAB 7.12.0.635(R2011a).
Example 6.1. Consider an annulus region bounded by the two circles Γ 0 : {z(t) = e it },
In [17] , Tegtmeyer and Thomas computed the Ahlfors map using Szegö and Garabedian kernels for the annulus region, where the authors have used series representations of both Szegö kernel and Garabedian kernel. With these representations, * they found the two zeros a 0 and a 1 = −r a 0 for Ahlfors map, where r is the radius of the inner circle. They have also considered the symmetry case where the zeros are a 0 = √ r and a 1 = − √ r. This example has also been considered in [14] where Ahlfors map was computed using a boundary integral equation related to a Riemann-Hilbert problem. Here we shall use these values of zeros of Ahlfors map for comparison with our numerical zeros with proposed method in the annulus r < |z| < 1. In this example we have chosen r = 0.1 and the first zero a 0 = 0.6. See Table 1 for numerical comparison of the computed second zeros a 1n from (5.5) and the exact second zeros of the Ahlfors map, a 1 = −r/a 0 . Table 1 . Maximum error norm ||a 1n − a 1 || with r = 0.1 for Example 6.1.
Non-Symmetric case (a 0 = 0.5,
Example 6.2. Consider a doubly connected region Ω bounded by the two nonconcentric circles Γ 0 : {z(t) = 2e it },
with c = 0.2+0.6i and radius r = 0.3. The test region is shown in Figure 2 . Given a first zero a 0 of the Ahlfors map, the exact second zero a 1 is unknown for this region. We compute a 1n from (5.5) which is the approximate value of a 1 . The acuracy is measured by computing f (a 1n ) from (6.1). The theoretical value of f (a 1 ) is zero. See Table 2 for the numerical values of a 1n and f (a 1n ) involving two choices of a 0 . The test regions are shown in Figure 3 for two different values of ξ. Given a first zero a 0 of the Ahlfors map, the exact second zero a 1 is also unknown for this region. We compute a 1n from (5.5) which is the approximate value of a 1 . The acuracy is measured by computing f (a 1n ) from (6.1). The theoretical value of f (a 1 ) is zero. See Table 3 for the numerical values of a 1n and f (a 1n ). 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have constructed a numerical method for finding second zero of the Ahlfors map of doubly connected regions. We derived two formulas for the derivative of the boundary correspondence function θ(t) of the Ahlfors map. These formulas were then used to find the second zero of the Ahlfors map for any smooth doubly connected regions. Analytical method for computing the exact zeros of Ahlfors map for annulus region is presented in [16] and [17] but the problem of finding zeros for arbitrary doubly connected regions is the first time presented in this paper. The numerical examples presented have illustrated that our method involving boundary integral equation has high accuracy.
